Abstract. In a Eurocrypt 2006 article entitled "QUAD: A Practical Stream Cipher with Provable Security," Berbain, Gilbert, and Patarin introduced QUAD, a parametrized family of stream ciphers. The article stated that "the security of the novel stream cipher is provably reducible to the intractability of the MQ problem"; this reduction deduces the infeasibility of attacks on QUAD from the hypothesized infeasibility (with an extra looseness factor) of attacks on the well-known hard problem of solving systems of multivariate quadratic equations over finite fields. The QUAD talk at Eurocrypt 2006 reported speeds for QUAD instances with 160-bit state and output block over the fields GF(2), GF(16), and GF(256). This paper discusses both theoretical and practical aspects of attacking QUAD and of attacking the underlying hard problem. For example, this paper shows how to use XL-Wiedemann to break the GF(256) instance QUAD (256, 20, 20) 
Introduction

Questions
Berbain, Gilbert, and Patarin introduced QUAD at Eurocrypt 2006. Their article [7] is titled "A Practical Stream Cipher," but QUAD is not actually a single stream cipher; it is a parametrized family of stream ciphers. The most important parameters are the QUAD field size, the number of QUAD variables, and the number of QUAD outputs per round. We will write QUAD(q, n, r) to mean any instance of QUAD that has field size q, uses n variables, and produces r outputs per round.
The speed and security of QUAD are (obviously) functions of the QUAD parameters. The Performance section [7, Section 6] of the QUAD paper reported a speed of 2915 Pentium-IV cycles/byte for the "recommended version of QUAD," namely QUAD (2, 160, 160) . The section closed with the following intriguing comment: "Though QUAD is significantly slower than AES, which runs at 25 cycles/byte, it is much more efficient than other provably secure pseudo random generator. Moreover, implementations of QUAD with quadratic system over larger fields (e.g. GF (16) or GF(256) are much faster and even reach 106 cycles/byte."
Further performance details were revealed in the QUAD talk at Eurocrypt 2006. In that talk, the QUAD authors reported the following implementation results:
• QUAD(2, 160, 160): 2930 cycles/byte for 32-bit architecture, 2081 for 64-bit;
• QUAD (16, 40, 40) : 990 cycles/byte for 32-bit architecture, 745 for 64-bit;
• QUAD (256, 20, 20) : 530 cycles/byte for 32-bit architecture, 417 (confirmed in [5] , correcting the erroneous "106" in [7] ) for 64-bit.
We wrote privately to the QUAD authors to ask about parameters. The authors confirmed in response that the Eurocrypt 2006 speed reports were for "160 bits of internal state, and 160 bits produced at each round," i.e., QUAD(q, n, n) with q n = 2 160 ; and that the talk reported the above speeds for q = 2, 16, and 256. Speed was never reported for the "proven secure" QUAD(2, 256, 256) or QUAD (2, 350, 350) . Which of these QUAD instances are actually secure? What are their security levels under the best known attack? What does the "provable security" of QUAD mean for these parameter choices? What about other parameter choices?
Conclusions
This paper discusses both theoretical and practical aspects of solving the nonlinear multivariate systems associated with the security of QUAD. Our analysis produces the following conclusions regarding the security of QUAD:
• Section 4: For a surprisingly wide range of parameters (which we call "broken" parameters), a feasible computation distinguishes the QUAD output stream from uniform; in fact, an attacker can compute QUAD's secret internal state from a few output blocks. For example, QUAD (256, 20, 20) , one of the three QUAD instances for which timings were reported in the QUAD talks at Eurocrypt 2006 and SAC 2006 [5] , is breakable in no more than 2 66 cycles. • Section 5: For an even wider range of parameters (which we call "unprovable"), a feasible attack breaks the "hard problem" underlying QUAD. For example, the "hard problems" underlying QUAD (16, 40, 40) and QUAD (256, 20, 20) are breakable in approximately 2 71 and 2 45 cycles respectively. An "unprovable" instance can never be provably secure. This does not mean that the QUAD instance is breakable! • Section 6: For an extremely wide range of parameters (which we call "unproven"), including QUAD (256, 20, 20) , QUAD (16, 40, 40) , QUAD(2, 160, 160), and QUAD(2, 256, 256), a "loosely feasible" attack breaks the "hard problem" underlying QUAD. "Loosely feasible" means that the attack time is smaller than 2 80 L where L is the looseness factor in QUAD's "provable security" theorem. This does not mean that the proof is in error, and it does not mean that the QUAD instance is breakable! Our algorithm analysis-in particular, our analysis of XL-Wiedemann-may also be useful for readers interested in other applications of solving systems of multivariate equations.
We do not claim that all QUAD parameters are broken, or unprovable, or unproven. All of our attacks against QUAD(q, n, n) have cost growing exponentially with n when q is fixed. The problem for QUAD is that-especially for large q-the base of the exponential is surprisingly small, so n must be surprisingly large to achieve proven security against these attacks.
We see ample justification for future investigation of QUAD. The QUAD security argument is that a feasible attack against QUAD(q, n, n) for moderately large n would imply an advance in attacks against the MQ problem, the problem of solving systems of multivariate quadratic equations over finite fields:
Problem MQ: Solve the system P 1 = P 2 = · · · = P m = 0, where each P i is a quadratic polynomial in x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). All coefficients and variables are in the field K = GF(q). This is a well-known difficult problem [20] and the basis for multivariate-quadratic public-key cryptosystems [16, 27] . However, we are concerned by the choice of QUAD(2, 160, 160), QUAD (16, 40, 40) , and QUAD (256, 20, 20) as the subjects of speed reports in the QUAD talk at Eurocrypt 2006. QUAD (256, 20, 20) is now broken; no extension of the security arguments in [7] will ever prove QUAD(16, 40, 40) secure; and QUAD(2, 160, 160), while apparently unbroken, is currently rather far from being provably secure. There is no single QUAD stream cipher that simultaneously provides the advertised levels of speed and provable security. We recommend that future QUAD evaluations stop describing QUAD as "a stream cipher" and start carefully distinguishing between different choices of the QUAD parameters.
Previous work
QUAD is a new proposal, but we are certainly not the first to observe difficulties in the parameter choices for "provably secure" cryptosystems. Consider, for example, the famous BBS stream generator. Blum, Blum, and Shub [8] proved that an attack against this generator can be converted into an integer-factorization algorithm with a polynomially bounded loss of efficiency and effectiveness. Koblitz and Menezes [21, Section 6.1], after comparing the latest refinements in the BBS security theorem, the speeds of existing factorization algorithms, and the BBS parameter choices in the literature, concluded that common BBS parameter choices destroy the "provable security" of BBS.
The speed comparison between 1024-bit BBS and QUAD(2, 160, 160) in [7, Section 6] issues the same warning regarding 1024-bit BBS ("far from the number of bits of the internal state required for proven security"), but does not highlight the comparable lack of proof for "recommended" QUAD(2, 160, 160). See [22] and [23] for more discussions of the limits of "provable security."
Of course, a cryptosystem can be unbroken, and perhaps acceptable to users, without having a security proof. We are not aware of any feasible attacks on any proposed BBS parameter choices. The situation for QUAD is qualitatively different: The QUAD authors reported speeds for QUAD (256, 20, 20) . This cipher is not merely unprovable but has now actually been broken.
The QUAD paper contains some analysis of parameter choices: [7, page 121] summarizes Bardet's estimates [2] of equation-solving time for q = 2, and concludes that there is no "contradiction"-i.e., the QUAD security proof does not guarantee 80-bit security for 2 40 output bits against known attacks-for QUAD(2, n, n) for n < 350. We analyze QUAD in much more depth. We go beyond q = 2, showing that QUAD (16, 40, 40 ) is unprovable; we consider not just the cost of solving the underlying "hard problem" but also the extra cost of attacking QUAD, showing that QUAD (256, 20, 20) is not merely unprovable but also broken; and we cover both theoretical and practical attack complexity, for example discussing the implications of parallelizing communication costs.
Future work
We suggest using the same classification of levels of danger for parameter choices in other "provably secure" systems-systems having security theorems that deduce the infeasibility of attacks on the cryptosystem, assuming the loose infeasibility of attacks on the underlying "hard problem":
• Unproven parameter choices (e.g., 2048-bit BBS or QUAD(2, 160, 160) as "recommended"): Known attacks on the underlying "hard problem" are loosely feasible. They might not be practical, but the gap is smaller than the looseness of the security proof. It is unjustified and somewhat misleading to label these parameters as "provably secure." • Unprovable parameter choices (e.g., 512-bit BBS or QUAD (16, 40, 40) ): Known attacks on the underlying "hard problem" are feasible. These parameters would not be "provably secure" even if the proof were tightened.
• Broken parameter choices (e.g., QUAD (256, 20, 20) ): Feasible attacks are known on the cryptosystem per se. Users must avoid these parameters.
It would be interesting to see a careful comparison of speeds for "provably secure" systems with parameters that avoid all of these dangers. This is a quite different task from comparing systems such as 1024-bit BBS and QUAD(2, 160, 160), both of which are unbroken but have no security proof; the motivation for "provably secure" systems does not apply to unproven parameter choices. Our security analysis is essentially independent of the choice of polynomials in QUAD. [7, page 113, second paragraph] suggests, but neither quantifies nor justifies, a few "extra precautions" regarding "weak" choices of polynomials. Are some polynomial choices weaker than others? For example, one can save stream-generation time by reducing the density of the quadratic polynomials in QUAD from 1/2 to some small ε; what effect does this have on security? How much time can we save in our attacks as ε decreases? Exactly how small would ε have to be before the Raddum-Semaev attack [26] becomes a problem? There are many obvious directions for future security analysis.
The QUAD Family of Stream Ciphers
Definition of QUAD
To specify a particular QUAD stream cipher one must specify a prime power q; positive integers n and r; an "output filter" P : GF(q) n → GF(q) r consisting of r quadratic polynomials P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P r in n variables; and an "update function" Q : GF(q) n → GF(q) n consisting of n quadratic polynomials Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q n in n variables. These quantities q, n, r, P, Q are not meant to be secret; they can be published and standardized.
The QUAD cipher expands a secret initial state x 0 ∈ GF(q) n into a sequence of secret states
n and a sequence of output vectors y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , . . . ∈ GF(q) r as follows:
Typically q is a power of 2, allowing each output vector y i ∈ GF(q) r to encrypt the next r lg q bits of plaintext in a straightforward way.
Parameter restrictions
Can users expect QUAD to be secure no matter how the parameters are chosen? Certainly not. For example, QUAD(2, 20, 20, P, Q) has only 20 bits in its initial state x 0 , so the initial state can be discovered from some known plaintext by a brute-force search. As another example, QUAD(2, 512, 512, 0, Q) is the "all-zero cipher," a silly stream cipher that always outputs 0. There are other, less obvious, attacks; users considering QUAD need to understand which parameters are broken or potentially so.
The QUAD paper [7, page 114] requires that the public polynomials P 1 , . . . , P r and Q 1 , . . . , Q n be "chosen randomly." We see conflicting statements regarding the distribution of these random variables: [7, page 112] defines "chosen randomly" as a uniform random choice (coefficients "uniformly and independently drawn"), but [7, page 113] suggests checking for and discarding some choices. Either way, one can reasonably conjecture that "bad" choices of P and Q have a negligible chance of occurring. There is no proof of this conjecture, and as mentioned in the introduction we would like to know exactly how P and Q affect security, but that is not the focus of this paper; we consider attacks that work for most choices of P and Q.
Example: QUAD(256, 20, 20)
Choose q = 256, n = 20, and r = 20. Also choose 40 quadratic polynomials P 1 , . . . , P 20 , Q 1 , . . . , Q 20 in 20 variables. These choices specify a particular QUAD stream cipher. The cipher starts with a secret 20-byte state x 0 ∈ GF(256) 20 ; computes another secret 20-byte state x 1 = (Q 1 (x 0 ), . . . , Q 20 (x 0 )); computes another secret 20-byte state x 2 = (Q 1 (x 1 ), . . . , Q 20 (x 1 )); and so on. The cipher outputs y 0 = (P 1 (x 0 ), . . . , P 20 (x 0 )); y 1 = (P 1 (x 1 ), . . . , P 20 (x 1 )); y 2 = (P 1 (x 2 ), . . . , P 20 (x 2 )); and so on.
We specifically warn against using QUAD (256, 20, 20) . Given the public polynomials P 1 , . . . , P 20 , Q 1 , . . . , Q 20 and the first 40 bytes y 0 , y 1 of the output stream, our attacks compute the secret 20-byte initial state x 0 in approximately 2 66 cycles. See Section 4.2 for details.
Nonces
Old-fashioned stream ciphers, such as RC4, compute an output stream starting from a secret key. Modern stream ciphers, such as the eSTREAM submissions, compute an output stream starting from a secret key and a nonce, allowing the same secret key to be used for many separate output streams.
We have presented QUAD as an old-fashioned stream cipher. The QUAD paper actually presents a modern stream cipher. The modern stream cipher begins with an "initialization," converting a secret key and a nonce into a secret initial state x 0 . The modern stream cipher then generates output in exactly the way we have described. Details of the initialization are not relevant to this paper; our attacks recover x 0 no matter how x 0 was generated, breaking both the old-fashioned stream cipher and the modern stream cipher.
Stream ciphers can have "refresh" rules to disrupt the state after some given number of clocks. We do not concern ourselves with this either: initialization and refresh are both considered to be perfectly secure hereafter. For reference, [6] proves one particular setup procedure secure with an extra loss of efficiency.
How to Solve Multivariate Systems
Modern methods for system all descend spiritually from Buchberger's algorithm of finding Gröbner Bases [9] , which is still widespread in symbolic mathematics packages both commercial and free (e.g., Maple and Singular). We present some state-of-the-art improvements below, not nearly as well known in general.
History of Lazard-Faugère solvers: F 4 , F 5 , XL, XL2, FXL
Macaulay generalized Sylvester's matrix to multivariate polynomials [?] . The idea is to construct a matrix whose lines contain the multiples of the polynomials in the original system, the columns representing a basis of monomials up to a given degree. It was observed by D. Lazard [24] that for a large enough degree, ordering the columns according to a monomial ordering and performing row reduction without column pivoting on the matrix is equivalent to Buchberger's algorithm. In this correspondence, reductions to 0 correspond to lines that are linearly dependent upon the previous ones and the leading term of a polynomial is given by the leftmost nonzero entry in the corresponding line.
Lazard's idea was rediscovered in 1999 by Courtois, Klimov, Patarin, and Shamir [12] as XL. Courtois et al proposed several adjuncts [11, 13, 14] to XL. One tweak called XL2 merits a mention as an easy to understand precursor to F 4 . Another of these proved to be a real improvement to F 4 /F 5 as well as XL. This is FXL, where F means "fixing" (guessing at) variables.
Some time prior to this, J. -C. Faugère had proposed a much improved Gröbner bases algorithm called F 4 [17] . A later version, F 5 [18] , made headlines [19] when it was used to solve HFE Challenge 1 in 2002. Commercially, F 4 is only implemented in the computer algebra system MAGMA [10].
Algorithm XL (eXtended Linearization) at degree D
For the rest of this paper, we will denote the monomial x If we accept solutions in arbitrary extensions of K = GF(q), then T = n+D D regardless of q. However, most crypto applications require solutions in GF(q) only. The above expression for T then only holds for large q, since we may identify x q i with x i and cut substantially the number of monomials we need to manage. This "Reduced XL" (cf. C. Diem [15] ) can lead to extreme savings compared to "Original XL," e.g., if q = 2, then T = D j=0 n j .
Proposition 3.3 ([3, 30]) The number of monomials is
We note that the XL of [12, 13] terminates more or less reliably when T − I ≤ min(D, q − 1), but sparse matrix computation is only possible when T − I ≤ 1 [29] . Further, Lazard-Faugère methods work for equations of any degree [4, 30] 
After a certain degree D XL , called the degree of regularity for XL, such that
is the smallest D such that Eq. 1 cannot hold if the system has a solution, because the right hand side of Eq. 1 goes nonpositive. If the boldfaced condition above holds for as long as possible (which means for degrees up to D XL ), we say that the system is K-semi-regular or q-semiregular (cf. [3, 30] ). Diem proves [15] for char 0 fields, and conjectures for all K that (i) a generic system (no algebraic relationship betweem the coefficients) is K-semi-regular and (b) if (p i ) i=1···m are not K-semi-regular, I can only decrease from the Eq. 1 prediction. Most experts seem to believe the conjecture [15] that a random system behaves like a generic system with probability close to 1.
XL is the degree of the lowest term with a nonpositive coefficient in G(t) = (1 − t)
We would note that (F)XL can only be a solver and not a true Gröbner basis method as are F 4 /F 5 . However, the analysis much parallels that of F 4 /F 5 by Dr. Faugère et al, hence our categorical name "Lazard-Faugère" solvers. Run an elimination on the system with monomials in degree-reverse-lex. In the remaining (row echelon form) system, multiply by each variable x 1 , x 2 · · · all remaining equations with the maximum tagged degree and eliminate again. When we cannot eliminate all remaining monomials of the maximum degree, increment the operating degree and reallocate more memory.
XL+XL2 can be considered a primitive or inferior matrix form of F 4 or F 5 [1] . F 4 inserts elimination between expansion stages, which compresses the number of rows that needs to be handled. F 5 is a further refinement of F 4 . The set of equations is actually generated one by one (or the matrix row by row). In the process, an algebraic criterion is used to determine, ahead of an elimination process, whether a row will be reduced to zero or not and only the meaningful rows are retained. A complication resulting from the tagging is that the elimination must be done in a strictly ordered way. This corresponds in the matrix form to no row exchanges in a Gaussian. There are two separate degrees in F 4 /F 5 , an apparent "operating degree" D F 4 and a higher intrinsic degree equal to that of the equivalent XL system. For the full power of F 4 or F 5 , auxillary algorithms such as FGLM are needed. See [17, 18] 
both F 4 -F 5 will terminate. Note that by specializing to a large field, we find
If we compare this formula with Cor. 3.5, we see that the only difference is a substitution of n for n + 1. In other words, we are effectively running with one fewer variable in the large field case. This explains why F 4 -F 5 can be much faster than XL. However, the savings is smaller over small fields like GF(2), and even for large fields, removing one variable may not be enough of a savings, because the systems that we aim to solve will spawn millions of monomials (variables). Eliminating in the usual way means that we will run out of memory before time.
According to the description we received from the MAGMA project and Dr. Faugère, even though memory management is very critical, elimination is still relatively straightforward in current implementations of F 4 -F 5 , and in the process we see reasonably dense matrices, not extremely sparse ones. All said, F 4 -F 5 are still the most sophisticated general system-solving algorithms today. Table 1 lists our tests in solving generic equations with F 4 over GF(256). That we only have 2GB main memory is not critical to our inability to solve equations in the realm of 20 byte-sized variable in as many equations, because we also ran into a SIGMEM (out of memory) error with a 15-variable, 15-equation system on a 16 GB RAM system. m − n DXL Dreg n = 9 n = 10 n = 11 n = 12 n = 13 0 2 Conclusion: We will run out of memory using any Lazard-Faugère solver, including F 4 -F 5 , if our equation-solving is not tailored to sparse matrices. Many authors used T 2.8 (or T 2.376 !) as the cost function. This is why we don't.
Practicalities: XL with Wiedemann, and Ramifications
Example 3.1. If we try to attack QUAD directly using F 4 -F 5 , we will be solving 20 variables from 20 quadratic equations and 20 quartic equations over (say GF(256)). We will run into 6906900 monomials at degree 9 with (eventually) a fairly dense matrix. This is not feasible. We must take advantage of the sparsity of Macaulay matrix. Solving the same system via XL with a Krylov subspace method means that we will run into 30045105 monomials at degree 10, but with a sparse matrix of only 200 or so entries per row with 5 bytes per entry. The whole thing can fit in a single machine with 32GB or (much easier) distributed among a cluster.
Three well-known methods (all utilizing the existence of Krylov subspaces) adapt well to sparse matrices: Conjugate Gradient, Lanczos, and Wiedemann. There are two reasons to prefer Wiedemann. While Lanczos and CG usually takes about N (as opposed to 3N ) multiplications by the matrix A, they are restricted to symmetric matrices. Furthermore, Wiedemann has no worries about the self-orthogonality issue and is easier to program.
Algorithm: XL (with homogenous Wiedemann)
1. Create the extended Macaulay matrix of the system to a certain degree D XL . 2. Randomly delete some rows then add some columns to form a square system, Ax = 0 where dim A = βT + (1 − β)R. Usually we can succeed with β = 1. 5. In the event that the random choice in Step 2 went awry and we dropped an essential equation, or if the system had more than one solution to begin with, the nullity ℓ will be more than 1, and we will have to repeat the check below at every point of a linear subspace (q points). 6. Obtain the solution from the last few elements of x and check its correctness. Proposition 3.9 (cf. [4, 30] ) The expected running time of XL is roughly C XL ∼ 3τ T m where τ = kT is the total (and k the average) number of terms in an equation, one multiplication m ≈ (c 0 + c 1 lg T ) cycles, and c 0 , c 1 depend on the architecture. E.g. on x86, when q = 256, T < 2 24 , each multiplication cost about 14 cycles on a P4 (3 consecutively dependent loads from L1 cache plus change). On a K8 or P-M/Core, it takes 11 cycles on the same serial code, but in x86-64 mode, some loop-unrolling can get it down to about 8.
Broken Parameters for QUAD
Overview: Using Algebraic Attacks Against QUAD
The QUAD paper [7, Section 5] contains the following statement regarding algebraic attacks: "QUAD was designed to resist algebraic attack techniques. As a matter of fact, the key and IV loading and keystream generation mechanisms of QUAD are based upon the iteration of quadratic systems whose associated equations are conjectured to be computationally impossible to solve."
Can we try to solve P(x 0 ) = y 0 directly? Yes, but even for q = 256, r = 20, that takes about 2 80 cycles [29] . We propose instead to solve the equations P(x 0 ) = y 0 and P(Q(x 0 )) = y 1 for the initial state x 0 using (F)XL-Wiedemann.
The attacker is given the quadratic polynomials P and Q, which presumably are public, and the two initial stream-cipher outputs y 0 , y 1 , for example from a successful guess regarding the initial bytes of plaintext. The unknown state x 0 consists of n variables from GF(q). The equation P(x 0 ) = y 0 consists of r quadratic equations in those n variables. The equation P(Q(x 0 )) = y 1 consists of r quartic equations in those n variables. The attack solves the combined quadratic-quartic system to find x 0 . At this point the attacker can compute the subsequent stream-cipher output y 2 , y 3 , . . ..
Note: we can also frame the attack as given any consecutive stream-cipher output blocks y i , y i+1 , compute the state x i and all subsequent state and output blocks. This means that known-plaintext attacks will be particularly effective.
The cost of this attack is, aside from negligible setup costs, the cost of solving r quadratic equations and r quartic equations in n variables over GF(q), which in turn is dominated by solving a large sparse matrix equation. In the rest of this section we consider the cost of (F)XL-Wiedemann for various choices of (q, n, r). In particular, we show that the attack is feasible against QUAD(256, 20, 20). Proof. The minimum degree to find a nonpositive coefficient in ( = 66766700, and the total number of terms in those equations is τ = 20 cycles. If we can cut down to a T × T system (which usually succeeds), then it takes 3T (τ T /R) ∼ 2 60 multiplications, or about 2 63 cycles.
In contrast, QUAD(16, 40, 40) is not directly breakable by this attack. Here, the first non-positive coefficient of (1 − t)
40 happens at D XL = 14. So for q > 14, T = 3245372870670. We find solving a q-semiregular system of 40 quadratics and 40 quartics over GF(q) XL-Wiedemann to take 2 95 m (about 2 100 cycles). Guessing variables may cut the memory requirement and aid parallelization but does not decrease the number of multiplications. This means that QUAD(q, 40, 40) is considerably below a 128-bit security level, but we know of no attack below the 80-bit security level considered in [7] . Observation: Unless it is possible to run the elimination in F 4 -F 5 with a speed that matches the sparse matrix solvers, these more sophisticated methods would be dragged down by the amount of memory and memory operations required. E.g., against QUAD(256, 20, 20) , even though we are operating F 5 with a lower D F 5 = 9. T F 5 = 6906900, and there is just too much memory needed. Conjecture: For generic (i.e., most random) P, Q and y 0 , y 1 , P(x) = y 0 and P(Q(x)) = y 1 is 256-semiregular.
We cannot produce a hard proof, but we include a set of our test results (all using i386 code on a P4) as Table 2 . The timings for n = 6 all the way up to n = 15 are consistent with our theoretical predictions. Furthermore, the timings for a QUAD(256, n, n) attack are identical to the timings for n randomly generated quadratics plus n randomly generated quartics in n variables. Table 2 . Direct XL-Wiedemann attack on QUAD(256, n, n), MS C++ 7; P-D 3.0GHz, 2GB DDR2-533 T: #monomials, aTm: average terms in a row, clks: number of clocks per multiplication.
Asymptotics for
Attacking QUAD(q, n, n) Directly (q large)
gives the degree D of the eventual XL operation. Here, D = (w + o (1))n, and w ≈ smallest positive zero w of [28] ). As usual in such situations, the expression on the RHS can only vanish when the saddle point equation of this integral has double roots (a "monkey saddle"), and here the saddle point equation is (w − 5)z 4 + z 3 − z 2 + z − w = 0 which has a double root when w is very close to 0.2 (actually ≈ 0.200157957). So lg T /n → (1 + w) lg(1 + w) − w lg w ≈ 0.78. Assuming Wiedemann solving to continue without a problem, this means that the system will be solvable in 2
1.56n+o(n) × (polynomial in n) asymptotically. Suppose we use, in addition to the degree-2 and degree-4 equations, the degree-8 equations P(Q(Q(x 0 ))) = y 2 . This reduces the final degree to
differentiating with respect to z and then finding the root of the discriminant gets us w ≈ 0.1991777370 which confirms our suspicion that higher-degree equations provide very little improvement in the cost of the attack for large q.
Asymptotics for Attacking QUAD(2, n, n) Directly
For q = 2 there is noticeably more benefit from using higher-degree equations and from guessing variables. We combine n quadratic equations P(x 0 ) = y 0 , n quartic equations P(Q(x 0 )) = y 1 , and so on through n equations P(Q ℓ (x 0 )) = y ℓ of degree 2 ℓ . The degree of operation of XL is
where equality holds for 2-semi-regular systems, and which for ℓ → ∞ becomes
We would like to find a c for which the running time is smallest. 
Using the above, we see that Due to constraints in asymptotic analysis which are too lengthy to discuss here, this expression is only guaranteed to hold for small c and may not continue to hold as c goes up. But it is clear that asymptotically, FXL is the correct approach here. A rough estimate is that the security under the direct attack is 2 1.02n with XL, and 2 0.86n with best FXL.
Which Field Is Best?
Our analysis suggests that after taking into account all known improvements, to achieve any particular level of security against known attacks, q = 2 needs considerably more variables than a large q, the ratio being about 1.56/0.86 ≈ 1.81. The QUAD user can try to save time by increasing q and reducing the number of variables. Our current impression is that q = 256 is not a good choice: the extra cost of arithmetic in GF(q) offsets the smaller number of variables and polynomial coefficients to be manipulated. However, q = 16 or q = 4 may be better. These estimates will have to be updated if faster attacks are discovered.
The State of System-Solving Cryptanalysis
We have shown that Lazard-Faugère solvers, particularly XL with a sparse matrix solver, can be very useful in attacking generic systems, or at least systems that have generic or randomly created elements. In some cases such simple approaches are more useful than the really sophisticated variations.
There is a problem we ran into when trying to organize a medium-scale parallel cluster to help crack a QUAD instance. It is desirable to partition the matrix because memory capacity is always a problem. Yet in Block Lanczos and Block Wiedemann each computer must hold a copy of the entire matrix. If we do the naive parallelization, then the communications cost goes up squarely as the cluster size but the efficiency gain only linearly. This will take a good tuning.
Unprovable Parameters for QUAD
Overview: Attacking the Underlying Hard Problem
The QUAD paper [7, page 110] states that the security of QUAD "is provably reducible to the intractability of the MQ problem [15] , which consists of finding a solution (if any) to a multivariate quadratic system of m quadratic equations in n variables over a finite field GF(q), typically GF(2)." Here m = n + r. The quoted statement means that there is a proof that assumes that MQ is intractable and concludes that QUAD is secure.
We emphasize that the intractability of the MQ problem is not a theorem; it is a hypothesis. For some parameter choices, the hypothesis is plausible. For other parameter choices, the hypothesis is false. For example, we show in this section how to break 80 quadratic equations in 40 variables over GF (16) .
For parameters where the associated MQ instance is shown to be not "hard," any attempt to show provable security starting from the hardness of the MQ problem becomes hopeless; hence our terminology "unprovable." Note that unprovable parameters can be analyzed even before a proof has been claimed or written down; unprovability is deduced purely from the parameter choices for the underlying "hard problem." 45 . To summarize: XL-Wiedemann takes < 2 45 cycles, which is only a few hours on a decent computer.
To verify our estimates, we carried out this computation the same evening that we began to study the security of QUAD. XL-Wiedemann solved the equations on schedule. The fairly mature F 4 in MAGMA version 2.12 did the same job in about a quarter of the time, presumably using more memory.
Of course, after establishing the breakability of QUAD (256, 20, 20) in Section 4, we could apply the contrapositive of the "provable security" of QUAD to deduce the breakability of the corresponding MQ system. However, this circuitous approach would be considerably harder to verify than a direct attack on MQ. We also observe a significant gap between the cost of the MQ attack and the cost of the QUAD attack. Showing unprovability of a set of QUAD parameters is easier than showing breakability.
Example: QUAD(16, 40, 40)
For QUAD (16, 40, 40) , we can verify (cf. Prop. 3.5) D = 8, T = 377348994, and k 861. Since the storage will come to about 800 GB among a small cluster, we will assume AMD64 or a similar architecture, and it will take about 8 cycles a multiplication before tuning, and a total of 3×8×377348994 2 ×861 ≈ 3×10 20 2 72 cycles. With a little work, such as unrolling by hand the critical loop, we can expect to cut this down to 2 71 on an Opteron. These attacks are considerably below the specified 2 80 security level. We conclude that QUAD (16, 40, 40 ) is unprovable. 6 Proven and Unproven Parameters for QUAD There are several limitations on what was actually proven in [7] . We focus on one limitation, namely the lack of tightness in [7, Theorem 4] .
The theorem does not claim that a QUAD attack implies an MQ attack with the same efficiency. It says that a QUAD attack implies an MQ attack with a bounded loss of efficiency: specifically, if λn bits of output from QUAD(2, n, r) can be distinguished from uniform with advantage ǫ in time T , then a random MQ system of n + r equations in n variables over GF(2) can be solved with probability 2 −3 ǫ/λ in time where T S := time to run one block of QUAD(2, n, r). How could we conclude the security of QUAD-a lower bound on T , such as T ≥ 2 80 -from this theorem? A minor point is that the theorem would need to be extended to all q, not just q = 2, and proven; we will make the (questionable) assumption that this is done, and that it does not produce worse time bounds. The major point is that we would need to assume a much larger lower bound on T ′ , compensating for (among other things) a factor of 2 10 n 2 λ 3 /ǫ 3 . For example, as in [7] let's accept ǫ as large as 0.01, and let's put L = λn = 2 40 . The extra factor is then 2 150 /n. The theorem cannot conclude T ≥ 2 80 without assuming that T ′ ≥ 2 230 /n. Let's check this against cases studied in Section 5:
• Why did [7] overestimate n? The N 2.376 formula discounts an expected big coefficient, compensating for our improvement to N 2+ǫ and then some. The bottom line is that all three QUAD parameter choices used for speed reports in the QUAD talk at Eurocrypt 2006 are unproven, although the gap in the QUAD(2, 160, 160) case might be closed by a tighter security proof.
